In this paper, we address the line spectral estimation problem with multiple measurement corrupted vectors. Such scenarios appear in many practical applications such as radar, optics, and seismic imaging in which the signal of interest can be modeled as the sum of a spectrally sparse and a blocksparse signal known as outlier. Our aim is to demix the two components and for that, we design a convex problem whose objective function promotes both of the structures. Using positive trigonometric polynomials (PTP) theory, we reformulate the dual problem as a semi-definite program (SDP). Our theoretical results states that for a fixed number of measurements N and constant number of outliers, up to OpN q spectral lines can be recovered using our SDP problem as long as a minimum frequency separation condition is satisfied. Our simulation results also show that increasing the number of samples per measurement vectors, reduces the minimum required frequency separation for successful recovery.
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I. INTRODUCTION
S PECTRAL super resolution is the problem of estimating the spectrum of a signal composed of sinusoids using finite number of samples. This problem, also known as line spectral estimation, is of great importance in signal processing applications such as radar [1] , multi-path channel estimation [2] , seismic imaging [3] and magnetic resonance imaging [4] .
There exist three main attitudes toward spectral super resolution problem: non-parametric methods, parametric approaches [5] , and optimization based methods [6] . Periodogram as a non-parametric method can localize sinusoids up to a limited resolution [7] in the noiseless case. Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) is a parametric method which can recover sinusoids perfectly [8] . However, the performance of this method degrades in the presence of noise or outliers. Also, MUSIC needs the correlation matrix of the signal and lack of measurements can highly affect the performance of MUSIC. Other examples of parametric approaches are Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Technique (ESPRIT) [9] and Matrix Pencil method [10] . Optimization based approaches minimize the continuous counterpart of l 1 norm known as Total Variation(TV) norm [6] . These methods are shown to be robust against Gaussian noise [6] . However, their performance degrades when outliers are present. Tang et.al. proposed a mathematical formulation for the spectral super resolution problem using Atomic Norm Minimization (ANM) [11] . For more illustration, consider a time dispersive multipath channel. The problem is to estimate channel delays and the corresponding complex coefficients using limited number of pilots. This problem is studied using spectral super resolution and ANM [2] .
In most applications, an array of sensors is utilized to receive the signal. In real scenarios, the output of some sensors might be corrupted by perturbations and this makes it harder to super resolve the spectrum of the signal. Thus, the received signal can be described as a mixture of the transmitted signal and a spiky noise. This noise can be due to the interference arising from other signals, lightning discharges, and sensor failures. The problem of estimating the transmitted signal from the latter mixture is known as the demixing of sines and spikes. The demixing problem using Single Measurement Vector (SMV) is studied in [12] .
In this work we study the demixing problem using Multiple Measurement Vectors (MMVs). It is shown that using MMVs makes it possible to localize the sines with high precision.
According to the fact that the measurement vectors share the same spectral characteristic of the signal of interest, it is possible to use this joint spectral sparsity and distinguish the signal of interest from the outliers. According to the applied signal model, a new method for spectral super resolution in the presence of outliers is proposed. Also, with respect to the infinite dimensionality of the TV norm minimization problem, the dual problem is investigated. Using Positive Trigonometric Polynomials(PTP) theory [13] , a tractable Semi Definite Program (SDP) is proposed. A vector dual polynomial is formed using the dual variables of the latter SDP. Also, a sufficient condition for exact recovery of the proposed method is investigated.
The rest of the paper is as follows: In SectionII the demixing problem for the MMV case is formulated, in SectionIII the TV norm minimization is applied to distinguish the signal of interest from the outliers, in SectionIV the dual problem is investigated and a new SDP is proposed, in SectionV numerical results are presented, and SectionVII is devoted to conclusion and future work discussions. Also, the proof of the main theorem can be found in SectionVI.
Notation. Throughout this paper, scalars are denoted by lowercase letters, vectors by lowercase boldface letters, and matrices by uppercase boldface letters. The ith element of the vector x is given by x i . |.| denotes cardinality for sets and absolute value for scalars. f piq ptq denotes the ith derivative of f ptq with respect to t. Transpose, conjugate, and hermitian of a matrix or vector are given by p.q T , p.q˚, and p.q H respectively. a kl e i2πjf k , j P N , l P L (1) where N " t0, . . . , N´1u, L " t1, . . . , Lu, a kl P C is the complex amplitude corresponding to the kth frequency, i " ?´1 , N is the length of the sinusoids, L is the number of measurements or snapshots taken over time, and f k P T where T :" tf 1 , . . . , f K u Ă r0, 1s is the support set of the signal. In the Fourier domain, (1) can be expressed as
where δpf´f k q is Dirac delta function located at f k . The signal can be expressed in a matrix form S whose columns denote the measurements for one snapshot and the rows correspond to the output of each sensor for different snapshots. Note that we can write
where F N maps the measure G l to its first N Fourier series coefficients. Here, we study the full measurement case. The results can be extended to the random sampling case [14] .
As stated in Section I, outliers degrade the performance of recent optimization based spectral super resolution methods. In order to overcome this problem, the effect of the outliers should be considered in the initial model used for the received signal. Following the same approach of [12] , the outliers are added to the received signal as a matrix Z
where Y jl and Z jl are the received signal and the outliers at jth sensor and lth snapshot respectively. Note that the outliers are considered to be sparse in each snapshot, but their support may change during the overall measurement interval. In this paper, Ω Ă t0, . . . , N´1u denotes the overall support set of the outliers.
III. TOTAL VARIATION NORM MINIMIZATION
Without any prior assumption, the demixing problem is illposed. Sparse assumption on the signal structure is proved to be helpful in solving linear inverse problems. In compressed sensing theory, Restricted-Isometry Property (RIP)) guaranteed that a random sampling operator would preserve most of the signal's energy with high probability. However, in spectral super resolution it is possible that the non-zero spectral information of the signal lie in the null space of the sampling operator. Thus, an additional condition called minimum separation condition should be met [15] . Definition 1. (Minimum separation)Consider the set T as defined before. The minimum separation is defined as the minimum distance between any elements of T,
In compressed sensing theory, l 1 {l 2 norm was used to promote group sparsity of the received signals sharing same support sets. The continuous counterpart of l 1 {l 2 norm is group Total Variation (gTV) norm
Fernandez proved that a minimum separation of 2.52 N´1 has to be met so that the gTV norm minimization achieves exact recovery [15] . Following the same insight of [12] , we propose the following optimization problem for demixing in the MMV case
where λ ą 0 is a regularization parameter and }.} 1,2 denotes the matrix l 1{2 norm. The main contribution of this paper is to show that under certain assumptions, the above problem has a unique solution. Theorem 1. Consider N measurements for L snapshot. Suppose that in each measurement instance a perturbation vector of z l with s uniformly distributed nonzero elements is added to the signal of interest. If the minimum separation condition of ∆ min " 2.52 N´1 is satisfied and the phases of a l and the nonzero entries of z l are i.i.d uniformly distributed in r0, 2πs, then (4) with λ " 1{
? N provides us exact solution with probability 1´ for any ą 0 as long as
for some constants C K , C s , and N ě 2ˆ10 3 .
Remark 1.
Using MMVs lead to an increased probability of successful recovery. To see this, consider demixing the corresponding columns of S and Z in the SMV case [12] . With fixed N, each column of S and Z can be recovered from the corresponding column of of Y with probability at least 1´ . Thus, in order to recover all the columns of S, the probability of successful recovery would be at least 1´L . However, in order to solve the problem with a single optimization, as proposed in Theorem 1, the probability of successful recovery for the same conditions on N and K, is at least 1´?L . This explicitly certifies that the proposed method outperforms L individual SMVs in terms of the success probability.
The proof of theorem1 appears in Appendix A. In SectionIV we look at the dual of (4) and reformulate it as a SDP.
IV. DUAL PROBLEM
According to the infinite dimensionality of gTV norm in (4), we look at its dual formulation and analyze it. The proposed demixing problem (4) is closely related to the atomic norm minimization problem introduced in [6] . Using the fact that our signal of interest is composed of K complex exponentials, we can present it sparsely with an atomic set containing N dimensional sinusoids. The measurements of each snapshot or time sample form a measurement matrix as in (3). As a consequence, it is crucial that we use matrix form atoms to build up our signal. Consider the following atomic set
Using the above definition of the atomic set we can define the matrix S as
According to [11] , [16] , spectral super resolution problem can be treated using atomic norm minimization. This attitude arises from the fact that in spectral super resolution problem the spectrum of the signal of interest is sparse. The atomic norm is defined as follow
where convpAq denotes the convex hull of the atomic set A.
Using the definition of the atomic norm, (4) can be represented as follow
In order to formulate the dual problem, we need the definition of dual atomic norm. Then,
where ă . ą F denotes Frobenius inner product. Using the above definition, the dual of (7) can be written as
}Γ H apf, 0q} 2 ď 1,
where Re ă . ą denotes the real part of the inner product and }.} 8,2 is the matrix infinity/2 norm defined as
By applying the PTP theory [13] , the maximization constraint in (8) can be reformulated as a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI). Therefore, (8) can be represented as
T˚pΛq "
where T˚is defined as
I L denotes the identity matrix of size LˆL, 0 P C N´1 is a zero vector, and ľ 0 denotes positive semi-definiteness. In order to localize the frequencies of the signal of interest and the noisy spikes, lemma1 is presented. Lemma 1. The solution to (7) is unique if for Γ P C NˆL and the vector-valued dual polynomial Q " apf, 0q H Γ we have
and for any d in Ω and l P Ω c
Proof. If we find a Γ satisfying the above conditions, it is dual feasible. ConsiderŜ andẐ as the solutions to (7) . Then we would have
where the last equality is derived using 10c. Therefore, we must have ă Γ,Ŝ ą R " }Ŝ} A`λ }Ẑ} 1,2 . Thus, by strong dualityŜ andẐ are primal optimal and Γ is dual optimal. To investigate uniqueness, we considerS andZ as other solutions to (7) . Because of the independency of atoms in T, the support sets ofS andZ are different fromŜ andẐ. Let S " ř kc k apf k ,φ k qb H k forc k ą 0 and some supportsf k R T. Then,
which contradicts strong duality. Therefore,Ŝ andẐ are unique optimal solutions of (7).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical experiments are presented to evaluate the performance of the method proposed in SectionIV. First, we investigate the constraints (10a) and (10b) on the dual polynomial and the constraints (10c) and (10d) on the dual variable. Using these constraints, one can localize the signal frequencies and the outliers' spikes. Next, the minimum required frequency separation for successful recovery in MMV case is compared with the one needed in SMV case. In all simulations, the number of the sensors or the signal length is N " 50. In the first part of the simulations, the signal of interest S P C NˆL has K " 3 frequencies and the coefficients a kl are drawn from a standard i.i.d complex Gaussian distribution. The outliers' spikes are considered to happen in s " 3 different random positions in each snapshot. For better visualization, it is assumed that outliers happen in each sensor only once. Fig.1 depicts }Qpf q} 2 for L " 5 snapshots and T " t0.1, 0.4, 0.8u. As it can be seen, the signal frequencies can be estimated by solving }Qpf q} 2 " 1 for all f P r0, 1s. The outliers are localized in each receiving sensor using (10c). We considered s " 3 noisy spikes happening randomly in each measurement without replacement. Thus, with L " 5 we expect to detect 15 outlier in the receiver. Fig.2 depicts the result. As it can be seen, Fig.2 verifies the conclusion of lemma1.
Next, we investigated the minimum separation condition. To do this, we considered two frequencies slowly taking distance. The first frequency is fixed at f 1 " 0.2 and the second one has a distance of f δ " t0.1{N : 0.1{N : 1.5{N u from f 1 . During this experiment, s " 10 outliers in the overall measurement process was considered and N " 50 was fixed. We define f est " rf est 1 , f est 2 s as the estimated frequencies vector. A successful estimation is defined as when
where f true denotes the true frequencies. With this definition, Fig3 illustrates the probability of successful recovery for L " t1, 3, 5u and 100 Monte-Carlo simulations. As it can be seen, the minimum required frequency separation is decreased with an increase in the number of snapshots.
VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In order to prove that problem (7) achieves exact demixing, we construct a trigonometric dual polynomial. Following the same line of [12] , we apply the following kernel to build up the dual polynomial where N " 2m`1, c P C N is the convolution of the Fourier coefficients of the above kernels, and D m is the Dirichlet kernel of order m ą 0 defined as
According to the presence of outliers, conventional forms of dual polynomial can not be applied since the constraints (10d) and (10c) will not be met. Therefore, we use the randomized vector form of the dual polynomial presented in [12] as
where
Rpf q "
where r i " Z d,:
}Z d,: }2 and r P C KˆL . Note that (10c) is immediately satisfied since λ " 1{
? N . Now we should build up the dual polynomial so that the other constraints in lemma1 are met. Using the same interpolation technique of [15] , we set the value of the dual polynomial equal to c k |c k | b H k " h k b H k at f k P T and set the derivative of the dual polynomial equal to zero at the same points. Setting the derivative to zero forces the dual polynomial to shape such that f k be a local extremum and bounds the value of the dual polynomial at these points. Thus, the following set of equations is formed for any f k P T
where Q p1q R denotes the real part of the first derivative of Q and Q I is the imaginary part of Q. Using (14) in the above equations yields
Now, to interpolate Qpf q withKpf q, we need to confine the kernel to Ω c , as discussed for the missing data case in [11] . Thus,
where δ Ω c plq are Bernoulli random variables with parameter The asymptotic behaviour of Kpf q,Kpf q and their derivatives is investigated in [15] . With Kpf q restricted to Ω c we can express Q aux in terms of Kpf q and its first derivative as
where α P C KˆL and β P C KˆL are such that (18a) and (18b) are satisfied and κ :" 1{ aK p2q p0q. This system of equations can be represented as follow
B Ω " rνpd 1 q, . . . , νpd s qs, νpgq :" re´i 2πgf1 , . . . , e´i 2πgf k , i2πgκe´i 2πgf1 , . . . , i2πgκe´i 2πgf k s T .
By solving (22), one can find α and β and define Qpf q as
where G p pf q is defined as G p pf q :" κ p rK ppq pf´f 1 q, . . . , K ppq pf´f k q, κK pp`1q pf´f 1 q, . . . , κK pP`1q pf´f k qs T (24) for p " 0, 1, 2, . . . Now we should verify that the polynomial we formed above is guaranteed to be valid with high probability. If one can prove that D´1 exists, then (22) can be solved and (10a) holds. ConsiderD as the deterministic version of D. Lemma 3.8 from [12] helps defining a condition under which D´1 exists. We consider ε c D as the event in which D´1 exists with probability 1´ {5 for ą 0 under the assumption of Theorem 1. With this lemma, one can conclude that in ε c D (10a) holds. Note that (10c) holds according to the definition of Qpf q. All that remains is to prove (10b) and (10d). We use the results of lemma 3.5, lemma 3.6, and lemma 3.7 from [12] which bound νpdq, B Ω , and G p pf q respectively. We use ε c Proof. ConsiderQpf q as the dual polynomial constructed usingKpf q. We can rewrite (23b) in a more general form for Kpf q andKpf q as follows
We express (26) as
Now note that }Qpf q} 2 ď }Qpf q} 2`} Qpf q´Qpf q} 2 . Thus, for (10b) to hold we should have }Qpf q} 2`} Qpf q´Qpf q} 2 ď 1. The following lemmas complete the proof. 
@f P A near :" tf ||f´f j | ď 0.09 f orf j P Tu.
The proof of the above lemmas appear in Appendix. Now, we prove (10d) as the last step to prove Theorem 1.
Proposition 2.
Under the assumption of Theorem 1 and conditioned on ε c B X ε c D X ε c ν , (10d) holds with probability at least 1´ {5.
Proof. We can express Γ l,: as Γ l,: "
We use the results from [12] to bound }P D´1νplq} 2 and B H Ω D´1νplq,
Now, applying the vector form Hoeffding's inequality [14] with t " 0.18
? N for (28) and t " 0.18N for (29a), we can conclude that each term in (28) is greater than its corresponding t with probability {10. Thus,
with probability at least 1´ {5.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the problem of demixing exponential form signals and outliers using MMVs was discussed. A new convex optimization problem was proposed to solve this problem. It was shown that with the minimum frequency separation condition satisfied, there exists a dual polynomial which interpolates the sign pattern of the signal and helps estimating the signal frequencies. Also, the dual variable was utilized to localize the outliers in the receiver.
As an extension to this work, one can investigate the demixing problem using arbitrary sampling scheme. This is the case when integer sampling is not possible. Also, the computational complexity of the available SDPs is high. For practical purposes, it is mandatory to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed method.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma2
First we bound }κ ι Q pιq pf q´κ ιQpιq pf q} 2 on a grid. Then the result is extended to the continuous domain r0, 1s and then (10b) is proved. In order to bound }κ ι Q pιq pf q´κ ιQpιq pf q} 2 , we can bound each term in
on a grid G such that |G| " 200 ? LN 3 where |G| is the cardinality of G. Since, ι P t0, 1, 2, 3u we are dealing with |U| " 4|G| points. To bound each term in (30), vector form Hoeffding's inequality [14] is used.
Theorem 2 (Vector-form Hoeffding's inequality, [14] Lemma.3). Consider a matrix Ψ P C KˆL . By sampling the rows of Ψ independently on the zero-mean complex hypersphere S 2L´1 we have Pt}ω H Ψ} 2 ě tu ď pL`1qe´t 2 8}ω} 2 @ω P C K , ω ‰ 0, t ą 0 (31) Each term in (30) is associated with an event ε q and q " t1, 2, 3, 4u. The first term in (30) can be expressed as
Therefore, we define ε 1 :" t}κ ι R pιq pf q} 2 ě t f or all f P Uu.
By setting Ψ " r and ω " κ ι ? N " pi2πl 1 q pιq e i2πl1f , . . . , pi2πl s q ι e i2πlsf ı T , in (31) and noting that [12] 
and using the union bound, we can conclude that
After setting t " 10´2 8 and C U " 10´4, one can conclude that the event ε 1 happens with probability at most {20 under the assumptions of Proposition1. Following the same procedure, one can bound the second term in (30). Consider Ψ " r and
Note that we can write
Using modified versions of Lemma 3.6, 3.8, H.8 and Corollary H.9 from [12] according to Theorem1, we can find tight bounds for (33) as
Thus, by setting t " 10´2 8 and using the vector form Hoeffding's inequality and the union bound we have
Thus, the event
holds with probability at most {20 under the assumptions of Proposition1. For the third term, we can consider Ψ " Φ and ω " P D´1ˆG ι pf q´N´s NḠ ι pf qẇ here P P R Kˆ2K is a projection matrix which selects the first K elements in a vector and }P } " 1. According to modified versions of lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 in [12] with respect to Theorem1, we can write
By setting t " 10´2 8 and applying (31) and the union bound we have
Therefore, the event 
Now, consider the third term in the right side of the above inequality. We hadQ pιq pf q P C 1ˆL and for any v P C 1ˆL ,}v} ď ? L}v} 8 . The jth entry ofQ pιq pf q is |κ ιQ pιq j pf q| ď | ăD´1Ḡ ι pf q, Φ :,j ą | ď 8
?
Next, take κ ιQ pιq j pf q as a polynomial of z " e´i 2πf with degree m and apply the Bernstein polynomial inequality
Thus, }κ ιQpιq pf q´κ ιQpιq pf g q} 2 ď
L}κ ιQpιq pf q´κ ιQpιq pf g q} 8 ď C
The above calculations reveal that the grid size should be such that |f´f g | ď 10´2
4C ? LN 3 . Using the same arguments, one can obtain the same bound for }κ ι Q pιq pf q´κ ι Q pιq pf g q} 2 .
Combining the bove results with (37) proves the lemma.
B. Proof of Lemma3
Consider A f ar " r0, 1szA near where A near is defined in lemma3. We prove that }Qpf q} 2 ă 0.99 in A f ar . Next, it is shown that }Qpf q} 2 ă 1 in A near . For }Qpf q} 2 we can write Using lemma H.10 from [12] , we have K ÿ j"1 κ ι |K pιq pf´f j q| ď 127C 1`2 .42C 2 for some properly chosen C 1 and C 2 . Thus, }Qpf q} 2 ď p}α} 8,2`} β} 8,2 qp127C 1`2 .42C 2 q.
In the following we calculate upper bounds for }α} 8,2 and }β} 8,2 . Recall (22) for the deterministic case. Using this equation we have
whereD 3 fiD 0`D1D´1 2D 1 . According to lemma 4.1 from [15] and the fact that }Φ} 8,2 " 1 }α} 8,2 " }D´1 3 Φ} 8,2 ď 1`2.37ˆ10´2 and }β} 8,2 ď }D´1 2D 1D´1 3 Φ} 8,2 ď 4.247 mˆ1 0´2.
Therefore, by proper choices of C 1 and C 2 we get }Qpf q} 2 ă 0.99 f or f P A f ar . Now, to show that }Qpf q ă 1} 2 in A near , it is enough to show that the second derivative of }Qpf q ă 1} 2 is negative in A near . In a mathematical fashion, it is enough to prove the following inequality
Now, we investigate each term in the above inequality. For the first term we can write }κQ 1 pf q} 2 2 " }κQ 1 pf q´κQ 1 pf q`κQ 1 pf q} 2 2 ď 10´4`2ˆ10´2}κQ 1 pf q} 2`} κQ 1 pf q} 2 2 Also, applying the kernel bounds of [15] 
